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a b s t r a c t

Imitation is considered to be a kind of social learning that allows the transfer of
information, actions, behaviors, etc. Whereas current robots are unable to perform as
many tasks as human, it is a natural way for them to learn by imitations, just as human
does. With the humanoid robots being more intelligent, the field of robot imitation has
getting noticeable advance.

In this paper, we focus on the pose imitation between a human and a humanoid robot
and learning a similarity metric between human pose and robot pose. In contrast to recent
approaches that capture human data using expensive motion captures or only imitate the
upper body movements, our framework adopts a Kinect instead and can deal with
complex, whole body motions by keeping both single pose balance and pose sequence
balance. Meanwhile, different from previous work that employs subjective evaluation, we
propose a pose similarity metric based on the shared structure of the motion spaces of
human and robot. The qualitative and quantitative experimental results demonstrate a
satisfactory imitation performance and indicate that the proposed pose similarity metric
is discriminative.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the development of robotics, robots are getting
much smarter than they used to, especially for humanoid
robots. However, they are not ready to perform many tasks
as naturally as human beings. Imitation is considered as an
effective solution to the problem. Specifically, imitation is
an advanced behavior whereby an individual observes and
replicates the behaviors of others. Robots have replaced
humans in the assistance of performing repetitive and
dangerous tasks in some fields, such as construction
industry, medical surgery, toxic substances cleaning and
,

space exploration, where they can take advantage of
imitating human to some degree.

Imitation is about generating stable humanoid move-
ments from the human motions, an overview and compu-
tational approaches to this problem can be found in [1].
Many of the imitation researches focus on the upper body
and employ complex system setting. In [2], an analytical
method was proposed to transfer the upper body motion
from human to humanoid robot. Riley et al. [3] made use
of some colored marks on a human upper body in order to
be abstracted by a vision system based on external
cameras and a head-mounted one of a humanoid. These
marks were used to estimate the angular range of some
joints with a kinematic model of the human to perform
the imitation. Similar to [3], with the help of 34 markers
placed on the human upper body and 2 markers attached
on a conductor stick, Ott et al. [4] applied the data
obtained by a motion capture system to allow a humanoid
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robot to mimic the human motion regarding to a Cartesian
control approach. Aleotti et al. [5] adopted neural net-
works to learn a mapping between the positions of a
human arm and an industrial robot arm. Based on Aleotti's
work, Stanton et al. [6] extended it to a humanoid robot by
training a feed forward neural network with particle
swarm optimization for each degree of freedom (DOF). In
the data collecting process, a robot was used to lead a
human operator through series of paired synchronized
movements captured by a motion capture, which was
time-consuming and tedious. As they were mentioned, in
order to ensure robot stability, the position of the robot's
ankles did not employ neural networks. Since the neural
networks could not always output ideal angles, the robot,
as a rigid body, was apt to lose its balance. Meanwhile, a
unified neural network training for the whole body was
infeasible, considering convergence trouble. Whereas
training with separate networks would cause correlation
loss among the DOFs. Other imitation researches are
mainly dedicated to humanoid gait or walking movements
[7–9]. In conclusion, existing works have the following
limitations:
�
 Imitation of the upper body or a single part is insuffi-
cient to meet the needs of humanoid robot [2–5].
�
 With requiring motion capture equipment, it is expen-
sive and inconvenient for general use and unnatural for
human–robot interaction [5,6,10].
�
 Lack of balance control and the whole body control
[3,4,6].
�
 The imitation results are not qualitatively evaluated
[6,10,11].
… 
Kinect 

Balance Control 
Single pose balance control 
Pose sequence balance control 

Adjusted  pose 

Fig. 1. Overview of our human to humanoid robot imitation system.
After performing the pose imitation, another important
issue is “how can we evaluate the imitation similarity
between a robot slave and the master”. In [11], Zuher et al.
gave a subjective evaluation by taking persons to mark the
quality of an imitation with bad, poor, fair, good and excellent.
Other existing research efforts are basically concentrated on
the pose similarity of a single agent. The simplest metric is L 2
distance, which does not sufficiently utilize the data depen-
dency between DOFs. In [12], different weights were learned
for DOFs, in correspondence with the fact that some DOFs had
more influences on determining the similarity. Chen et al. [13]
proposed a new rich pose feature set to effectively encode the
pose similarity by utilizing features on geometric relations
among body parts. Based on the pose feature set, a distance
metric was learned in a semi-supervisedmanner. Bymatching
the related DOFs of a robot and a human, we can apply these
methods to evaluate the imitation similarity. However, robots
and humans are different in DOF dimensions and physical
constrains, i.e., they have different motion spaces. It is
inappropriate to compare them directly.

The problem we are facing here can be regarded as a
metric learning problem. Learning a good distance metric
in feature space is crucial in real-world applications. Good
distance metrics are important to many computer vision
tasks, such as image classification [14–16], content-based
image retrieval [17,18] and their applications [19,20]. Many
useful algorithms and ideas were proposed in these papers
to combine multiple feature sets, such as high-order
distance-based multiview stochastic learning (HD-MSL
[14]) and semi-supervised multiview distance metric
learning (SSM-DML [16]). In our case, we believe that the
human poses and the humanoid robot poses have much in
common for their highly similar skeleton structures. Their
differences depend on the number of DOFs and physical
constrains. As a consequence, the shared motion space
between the two agents can be a good metric space to
study the pose similarity.

This paper proposes a novel humanoid robot imitation
framework with pose similarity metric learning between
human pose and robot pose, using a consumer camera (the
Microsoft Kinect) and a humanoid robot (the Aldebaran
Nao H25). The proposed framework summarized in Fig. 1
adopts dynamic balance control with realtime imitation
performance. A shared representation of both robot pose
and human pose is learned to evaluate the imitation
similarity. Both qualitative and quantitative experimental
results demonstrate a satisfactory imitation performance
and indicate that the proposed pose similarity evaluation
is discriminative.

Our main contributions are the following: (a) we
propose a novel framework to perform pose imitation on
the whole body motions rather than the upper body.
(b) We actively keep single pose balance and introduce
transient poses to achieve smooth pose sequence balance.
(c) We demonstrate how shared structure can provide a
quantitative evaluation to define the similarity between a
human pose and a robot pose.

2. Humanoid robot imitation

2.1. Pose representation

The Kinect consists of a RGB camera, a depth sensor and
provides 3D human skeleton tracking at 30 frames
per second. Based on the position data obtained, we can
calculate 20 DOF angles listed in Table 1, which are angles
between pairs of related vectors. For example,

θH
HeadPitch ¼ 〈DVðPosSpine; PosShoulderCenterÞ;

DVðPosShoulderCenter ; PosHeadÞ〉 ð1Þ



Table 1
List of DOFs. The DOFs with a star symbol belong to the Nao robot pose
only. Both the human pose and the Nao robot pose have the rest 20 DOFs.

Body Part DOFs

Head HeadYaw, HeadPitch
Left Arm LShoulderPitch, LShoulderRoll,

LElbowYaw, LElbowRoll, LWristYawn

Right Arm RShoulderPitch, RShoulderRoll,
RElbowYaw, RElbowRoll, RWristYawn

Left Leg LHipPitch, LHipRoll, LKneePitch,
LAnklePitch, LAnkleRoll

Right Leg RHipPitch, RHipRoll, RKneePitch,
RAnklePitch, RAnkleRoll

Hip LHipYawPitchn, RHipYawPitchn

HeadYaw, HeadPitch 

LShoulderYaw, LShoulderPitch 

LElbowYaw, LElbowRoll 

LWristYaw 

Pitch 

LHipYawPitch, LHipPitch, LHipRoll 

LKneePitch 

LAnklePitch, LAnkleRoll 

Yaw 

Roll 

LHand 

Fig. 2. The DOFs of a Nao robot, showing the head and the left body
part only.
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where DV stands for the direction vector of two 3D points.
Then we get 20 angles in total for a skeleton (or a human
pose), denoted as θH ¼ fθH

d g where d is the name of a DOF.
The Nao robot owns 26 DOFs (Fig. 2), where we exclude

the “LHand” and “RHand” DOFs and choose the rest 24
DOFs, as listed in Table 1, to represent a Nao pose, denoted
as θN ¼ fθN

d g. As we transfer different DOF configurations,
the Nao robot can display varied poses.

We choose DOF angles instead of position data to
represent a pose mainly for two reasons:
�
 The output values of a Kinect are specified in relation to
its origin coordinates in 3D space, and are easily
affected to different human agents.
�
 Since a Nao robot is equipped with position sensors
only on the endpoints of the limbs, the robot is easier to
be driven by DOF angles rather than position data.

2.2. Support leg

Balance is an important issue to be considered when
preforming imitation on humanoid robot. At every point in
time, we need to ensure the robot is in a statically stable
configuration. Specifically, the ground project of the center
of mass (COM) should lie within the convex hull of the foot
contact points (or support polygon for short) [21].

The support leg should be figured out before control-
ling the balance. There are three situations, i.e. LLeg, RLeg,
and Legs, short for the left leg, the right leg and both legs,
respectively. Since the positions of both feet in a human
pose are known from the Kinect, we have

SL¼
Legs : jPosYFootLeft�PosYFootRight jrλ

LLeg : PosYFootLeft�PosYFootRightoλ

RLeg : PosYFootLeft�PosYFootRight4λ

8>>><
>>>:

ð2Þ

where SL is short for support leg and λ is a threshold for
smoothing.

Due to the noise in Kinect data, a single threshold will
fail in some cases. To deal with the data noise, a fixed-size
queue is kept in advance to record the SLs of a small
sequence starts at the pose to be imitated, then we scan
the queue to find outliers and update them according to
the SL before and after them. After imitating the first pose,
we read in the next one and move the queue forward.

2.3. Transient poses

In the experiment, we noted that the Nao robot was
unable to transfer from some poses to others directly in a
safe way, while the human can achieve that easily, espe-
cially when the two poses were not supported by the same
leg. This is because the physical constrains of humans and
Nao robots are different. To solve this problem, we
introduce three transient poses, as shown in Fig. 3. By
inserting the transient poses into the original sequence
where the adjacent poses do not belong to the same
supporting case, a stable pose transfer can be achieved.

The “StandInit” pose is a built-in pose in the Nao robot
system and can be regarded as a very stable pose for the
two legs supporting situation. The “LeftLeaning” pose is
obtained by transferring weight from the center to the left
leg and can be considered as the critical pose between Legs
supporting and LLeg supporting. Likewise, the “RightLean-
ing” pose can be considered as the critical pose between
Legs and RLeg. All the three transient poses are prestored
and can be transferred to the Nao robot when needed.

2.4. Balance control

To avoid falls of the robot that might occur when using
direct imitation of the joint angle trajectories due to the
different weight distributions, we developed a strategy to
actively balance the COM. Our balance control is consti-
tuted of two parts, the single pose balance control and the
pose sequence balance control.

The single pose balance control aims at adjusting a
human pose to the robot pose according to the balance
rule. Given a human pose θH , we choose the 20 corre-
sponding angles and set the rest four angles as 0 to form a
target pose of the Nao robot. Denote XCOM as the COM
position of the robot, θr as the current angle vector, i.e. the
angles of the current pose the Nao robot is performing, θd



Fig. 3. Transient poses. (a) StandInit. (b) LeftLeaning. (c) RightLeaning.
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as the target angle vector, and θc as the corrected angle
vector, i.e., the angles obtained after balance control. To be
simple, the superscript N for Nao is ignored in this section.
Following [22], we can calculate the Jacobian matrix JG
which represents the relations between COM and all the
DOF angles. By transferring θd to the Nao robot, a support
polygon is obtained. If the projection of Xd

COM does not lie
within the support polygon, the robot is going to fall. We
can make the support leg fixed and let the projection of
the COM position be the center of the support polygon,
thus getting a corrected COM position Xc

COM . Now the
problem is converted into solving the correction values
for all angles, i.e. Δθc. Then we have

ΔXCOM ¼ JGΔθc ð3Þ
where ΔXCOM ¼ Xc

COM�Xr
COM and Δθc ¼ θc�θr .

Since JG is not square matrix, the solution to Eq. (3) is
not exclusive. As we need the error between θc and θd as
small as possible, the question can be interpreted to a
quadratic problem

min 1
2 ðΔθd�ΔθcÞTW Δθd�Δθc

� �
s:t: JGΔθc ¼ΔXCOM ð4Þ
where Δθd ¼ θd�θr and W is a weighting matrix. We can
rewrite Eq. (4) as follows:

W JTG
JG 0

" #
Δθc

λ

" #
¼ WΔθd

ΔXCOM

" #
ð5Þ

where λ is the co-state matrix of Δθc. Solving Eq. (5), we
get

Δθc ¼ΔθdþW �1JTGðJGW �1JTGÞ�1

�ðJGΔθd�ΔXCOMÞ: ð6Þ
Now, we could achieve the stable pose given W .

The pose sequence balance control focuses on the fact
that there may not exist feasible solution for Eq. (5) when
the current pose and the target pose are supported by
different legs. This is caused by the physical constraints of
the Nao robot, making it unable to find a safe way to
perform the transfer. In order to solve the problem, we
insert a transient pose between the two poses according to
the support leg of the current pose. In this way, the
original transfer is spitted into two instead. For instance,
suppose we have two contiguous poses in a sequence θt1

and θt2 for imitation. However, θt1 and θt2 have different
support leg situations, assume that they are Legs support-
ing and LLeg supporting respectively. According to
Section 2.3, the “LeftLeaning” pose should be inserted
between the two poses for the reasons mentioned above.
Therefore, we replace the desired transfer process with
transfer from θt1 to θLeftLeaning at first, and then transfer
from θLeftLeaning to θt2.

The whole pose transfer process with balance control is
summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. PoseTransferWithBalanceControl.

Input:
� The 3D skeleton data obtained from the Kinect,
Pos¼ fPosjointg.
Output:
� Stable Nao robot pose θN ¼ fθN
d g.
� Perform a transfer from the current pose to θN on the Nao
robot.
1:
 Get the support leg (SL) from Pos (Eq. (2)).

2:
 Get the human pose θH from Pos (Section 2.1).

3:
 Get the target Nao pose θN

target from θH (Section 2.4).

4:
 if SL¼¼LSL (The support leg of the last transferred pose) then

5:
 Get the stable pose θN from θN

target (Section 2.4).

6:
 Transfer pose θN to the Nao robot.

7:
 else

8:
 Load transient pose θN

transite based on LSL (Section 2.3).

9:
 Transfer pose θN

transite to the Nao robot.

10:
 Get the stable pose θN from θN

target .

11:
 Transfer pose θN to the Nao robot.

12:
 end if

13:
 LSL¼SL

14:
 return θN
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3. Pose similarity metric learning

3.1. Motion space

As mentioned before, we believe the motion spaces of
humans and Nao robots are different and it is inappropri-
ate to compare human pose with robot pose directly. The
reasons can be roughly concluded as follows:
�
 The bones of humans are pliable while those of Nao
robots are not.
�
 The weight distributions of the two agents are
different.
�
 Compare with Nao robots, humans are better at coor-
dinating the whole body to keep balance, thus getting
more flexibility.

Here is the question will be asked, that is “How can we
express the motion space for an agent?”. With the high
dimension of DOFs and complex physical constraints, it is
hard to model the motion space explicitly. As a conse-
quence, we choose to model it implicitly.

Similar to sparse coding [23], we choose N human
poses as anchor points in the motion space, thus other
Fig. 4. Some chosen anc
poses could be a representation of them. Meanwhile, by
setting the Nao robot in the animation model, an operator
could change its DOF values according to a human pose
and record the pose. Then the corresponding (similar) N
robot poses are generated.

To make the chosen poses be representative as possible,
we design the poses in the full range of an agent (refer to
as boundary poses) by considering the static DOF domains.
After that, a number of intermediated poses from the
initial pose to each boundary pose are selected (Fig. 4).
3.2. Shared latent space

Now, we have a representation of each agent motion
space and the correspondence between the N anchor point
pairs. Our objection is to give a quantitative evaluation to
define the similarity between a human pose and a
robot pose.

To begin with, we note that when a human is asked to
evaluate the similarity, he/she pays more attention to
several DOFs than others in different poses. For example,
given a human pose and a Nao robot pose showing
standing, many people would think a good correspondence
hor poses of Nao.



Fig. 5. Shared latent space model.

Table 3
Values of parameters in the experiment.

Parameter Value Ref.

‖θH‖ 20 Section 2.1

‖θN‖ 24 Section 2.1
λ 35 mm Eq. (2)
W I (Identity) Eq. (4)
N 50 Section 3.1

‖XH‖ 2 Fig. 5

‖XN‖ 2 Fig. 5

‖XS‖ 10 Fig. 5

Table 2
Important notations used in this paper.

Notation Description Ref.

Pos Skeleton data (3D positions) Eq. (1)
SL Support leg Section 2.2
LSL The support leg of the last

transferred pose
Algorithm 1

θH Human pose (angles of 20 DOFs) Section 2.1

θN Nao pose (angles of 24 DOFs) Section 2.1

θNtransite A transient pose Section 2.3

θNr or θr The current Nao pose Section 2.4

θNd or θd The target Nao pose Section 2.4

θNc or θc The corrected Nao pose Section 2.4

JG The Jacobian matrix Section 2.4
Xr

COM The COM position of θr Section 2.4

Xd
COM

The COM position of θd Section 2.4

Xc
COM The COM position of θc Section 2.4

H The human motion space Section 3.2
N The Nao robot motion space Section 3.2

XH The private latent space of human
motion

Section 3.2

XN The private latent space of Nao
robot motion

Section 3.2

XS The shared latent space of both
agents

Section 3.2
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of “LKneePitch” is more important than “LShoulderRoll”.
Based on the phenomenon, we have an idea that the human
motion space and the Nao robot motion space can be
reduced to a combination of a shared space and a personal
space. The hyper plane dimensions in the shared space are
more discriminative in determining the pose similarity
while those in the personal space are less discriminative.
Then the problem can be regarded as a dimension reduc-
tion problem.

To be further, the original motion spaces can be two
observations of the shared space. Inspired by the work in
[24,25], the whole shared latent space model is shown in
Fig. 5. Denote H as the human motion space, N as the Nao
robot motion space and XS as the shared latent space. XH

and XN are the private spaces. Thus, the original H and N
are reduced to the lower dimension space XH;S and XN;S

respectively.
The aim of our model is to find a shared latent

representation X ¼ fXH ;XS;XNg that relates corresponding
pairs of H and N. Following [26], a shared latent space
between the two motion spaces is learned by using the
shared GP-LVM (Gaussian process latent variable model),
which is modified from the GP-LVM [27] to learn separate
sets of Gaussian Processes of different observation spaces.
The latent space is learned by maximizing the joint
marginal likelihood of the two observation spaces:

PðH;NjX;ΦSÞ ¼ PðHjX;ΦHÞPðNjX;ΦNÞ ð7Þ
where ΦH and ΦN are the hyper-parameters in each GP-
LVM and ΦS ¼ fΦH ;ΦNg. All the important notations used
in this paper are listed in Table 2.

Given new poses of each motion space, θH
test and θN

test ,
we could find their representations in the shared space by
the model. The similarity distance of the two poses is then
compared in XS space, normalized by its dimensions

Dis θH
test ;θ

N
test

� �
¼ ‖XS

H;test�XS
N;test‖2

‖XS‖
: ð8Þ

4. Experimental results

The values of parameters used in the experiment are
summarized in Table 3. We record a human pose sequence
of 1066 frames using one Kinect at a rate of 0.1 s per frame.
The Kinect device can provide color frames, depth frames
and skeleton frames in ordinary scenes. The 3D joint
positions of the skeleton data are used in our framework
as an input, i.e., Pos. Considering the movement speed of
the Nao robot, we preform the imitation with an interval
rather than continuous frames. In the qualitative analysis,
a sequence of 97 poses (refer to as Data 97) is sampled
uniformly from the original sequence, with ignoring the
unstable frames at the beginning. In the similarity metric
evaluation, another sequence of 450 poses (refer to as Data
450) is sampled in the same way with smaller frame
interval.

4.1. Qualitative analysis

The qualitative experiment is conducted on Data 97,
some of the imitation results that are varied in support
legs and motion ranges are shown in Fig. 6. As we can
observe, the balance control is devoted to maintain bal-
ance by keeping the actual pose of the Nao robot be similar
to the target human pose.

To be further, we make a comparison between the
direct imitation poses and the balanced poses to indicate
the balance control is effective, as shown in Fig. 7. Mean-
while, we demonstrate the angle trajectories of four DOFs
(RHipPitch, RHipRoll, RKneePitch, RAnklePitch) in Fig. 8. As
observed from Fig. 8, we aim at keeping balance with
ensuring the change between the corrected pose and the
target pose as small as possible.



Fig. 6. Some imitation results.
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4.2. Quantitative analysis

As mentioned before, asking a person to evaluate the
quality of works of imitation is hard to be quantitative. We
use the similarity metric described in Section 3 to calculate
an accumulated distance for Data 97

DisfData97g ¼ ∑
frame

DisðθH
frame;θ

N
frameÞ ð9Þ

which equals to 5.58817 in the experiment, then the
average single pose similarity distance is 0.05761.
4.3. Similarity metric evaluation

To further investigate the validity of similarity metric,
we select a human pose and a few Nao robot poses to be
evaluated, both from Data 97. The process is repeated for
several times with varied test cases. The candidate Nao
robot poses are chosen by a human according to their
differences from the human poses, including the corre-
sponding Nao pose obtained from our framework. We aim
to see if the similarity metric accords with the subjective
judgement of humans. An example is shown in Fig. 9. As



Fig. 7. Comparisons of the balanced poses with the direct imitation poses. The first column shows human poses, while the second and the third columns
show the balanced poses and the direct imitation poses respectively.
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Fig. 8. Angle trajectories of four DOFs (RHipPitch, RHipRoll, RKneePitch, RAnklePitch). The blue and red curves show the angles of human and Nao robot
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 9. Compare a human pose with the selected Nao robot poses, where (b) shows the corresponding Nao pose obtained by our imitation framework. The
distances between (a) and each (b)–(f) are 0.090922, 0.167751, 0.147825, 0.282243 and 0.133542 respectively, measured in the shared latent space.
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Table 4
The discrimination of the similarity metric in local neighbors.

K R Data 97 (%) Data 450 (%)

1 5 61.86 69.11
2 5 71.13 74.67
3 5 85.57 81.33
1 10 57.73 62.00
2 10 63.92 65.78
3 10 71.13 71.33
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expected, the corresponding Nao pose (Fig. 9b) achieves
the best similarity. Meanwhile, the symmetric Nao robot
pose (Fig. 9c) is distinguished from the human pose
(Fig. 9a). Moreover, since the poses shown in Fig. 9d and
f are similar, their distances to the human pose are
approximate and the least similar pose (Fig. 9e) has the
furthest distance.

Finally, an experiment is conducted on Data 97 and
Data 450. For each human pose θH

i , we refer to the
corresponding Nao pose obtained by our framework as
θN
i . Then we take a range of R Nao robot poses before and

after θN
i into consideration in order to know if θN

i is among
the nearest K poses of θH

i in the ð2Rþ1Þ poses in total. To
be noted, the frame interval of Data 450 is about 0.2 s, thus
it maybe unable to discriminate between the contiguous
poses for humans. By applying different R and K, the result
is summarized in Table 4. It can be concluded that the
similarity metric has a stable ability to distinguish the pose
from similar neighbors.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel framework for
humanoid robot imitation with pose similarity metric
learning. DOF angles are used to represent poses. Given a
human pose, we adopt the related angles as the target
pose of a Nao robot. Through whole body balance control,
the stable pose is achieved. To solve the physical con-
straints of the Nao robot, we apply three transient poses to
the original pose transfer, thus making some failure cases
feasible. To be further, a latent structure model is applied
to study the shared information between human motion
space and Nao robot motion space, where the similarity
metric is learned. Experimental results demonstrate that
the imitation is satisfied and the similarity metric is
discriminative.

Regarding to future works, we would like to explore a
safe way to deal with self-occluded and auto-collision
poses and make use of motion segmentation algorithms
to find the key poses to be transferred, thus improving the
smooth of the movements.
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